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Cognitio (latin) — knowledge, 

acquaintance, consideration, 

conception, notion, idea 

Cognitive — i.e. related to 

information acquisition, storage, 

retrieval, processing etc. in the 

mind and brain.



Among cognitive processes we study are: 

attention, perception, conscious awareness, 

cognitive control, language, etc. 



We assume that the greater part of real-time cognitive 

processing is achieved automatically, preattentively, 

preconsciously – much faster than consciousness can 

follow the events of the fast external world.



Topics that we study



How do we instantaneously perceive word 

meaning?

How do we learn word meaning?



Topic: Ultrarapid learning of word meaning
(in cooperation with Tatiana Stroganova, MEG-centre MSUPE, and Yury Shtyrov)

Methods:

- MEG (distributed source estimation)

Questions: is meaning of newly learnt words processed in the brain in the 

same fast automatic way it deals with real words of a language?

Theoretical framework:

- a recently found feature of automatic word meaning processing is that 

words evoke a very early distributed activation, spreading to relevant 

brain representations of the meaning.

- “embodied cognition” (“grounded cognition”) – a recent theoretical 

framework according to which brain representations of words and 

abstract notions reside on evolutionary older biological somatic 

representation.



Action-words are known to induce very early somatotopic 

activation related to meaning of the words
(Hauk and Pulvermuller, 2004)



During the experiments eight pseudowords are 

used. Four pseudowords are to be assigned 

meaning as action-words through associative 

trial-and-error learning, and four words are 

used as controls.

- Passive block 1

- Active block (learning)

- Active block (stable performance)

- Passive block 2

Critical comparison is between passive blocks 

1 and 2.



Right words

Left hemisphere

Left words

Right hemisphere



левая рука, правое полушарие, 

латеральная поверхность

левая нога, правое полушарие, 

медиальная поверхность

правая нога, левое полушарие, 

медиальная поверхность

правая рука, левое полушарие, 

латеральная поверхность





Why salient information may be ignored?



Why are we often not aware of things that 

seem easy to notice?

Why do we commit errors even when we 

exactly know what should have been done?



Topic: Spontaneous attentional lapses and 

cognitive control

Methods:

- ERPs (P2, MMN etc.)

- EEG oscillations (theta, alpha and beta)

Questions:

- what makes us commit errors when we exactly know what to do but fail 

to do so?

- What our brain does to overcome errors?



Topic: Spontaneous attentional lapses and 

cognitive control

Theoretical framework:

- cognitive control

- competition for attention with other processes, particularly “mind-

wandering” (“task-unrelated thoughts”) = “default mode network” 

activation
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Calliope

High Left button Right button

Low Right button Left button
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Auditory condensation task



ERP grand mean for correct and 

erroneous responses.
(N = 52, F(1, 51) = 24.516, p < .0001)











How can we direct our actions by taking into 

account combinations of stimulus features?

Is attention needed for that?



Topic: Feature binding

(feature integration)

Methods:

- ERPs (MMN, P3 etc.)

Questions: is perception of multidimensional features automatic or 

depends upon higher level of top-down control?

Theoretical framework:

- a two-level structure is probably involved, with lower automatic 

preattentional level being obligatory. This level may be linked by both 

bottom-up and top-down influences with conscious voluntary attention





Feature binding is studied: 

- within auditory modality: pitch, timbre, 

location, loudness, etc.

- within visual modality: color, orientation, 

contrast, line thickness, etc.

- between auditory and visual modality



Modulation of attention:

- within modality: targetness vs. non-

targetness.

- Between modalities: n-back task

- Passive condition

- Simple motor response condition



Future experiment: 

certainty and error awareness

Mouse-tracking, EMG
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